EB-5 VS H-1B VISA IMMIGRATION PROCESS FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
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Live and work anywhere
in the U.S. Switch jobs
for better opportunities
as you wish.

You can petition to
bring certain family
members after 5 years of
receiving the Conditional
Permanent Residency.

Attorney submits
I-526 petition to USCIS.

Apply for In-State Tuition
and save more than 50%*.
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Students unable to find a company
willing to sponsor an H-1B visa.
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NOTES: *The average tuition for an out-of-state student at a four year public
school for an undergraduate student was $15,742. This means that, on average,
it cost $8,990 more for students to attend a college or university in a state where
they are not a resident.
SOURCES:
“In-State vs. Out-of-State Tuition.”, The George Washington University,
https://bit.ly/2FHESfW.
“Visa Bulletin For July 2018.” U.S. Department of State, June 2018,
https://bit.ly/2ApK02A.

2 out of 3 petitioners will go
back to their home country.

GAME OVER

Degree used for H-1B may not be sufficient for EB-2 or EB-3*
Employer may not want to sponsor the EB-2 or EB-3 visa.
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Limited job opportunities. 236,000 petitions filed
Few companies are willing to for year 2017, only
sponsor H-1B visas because
85,000 available.
they don’t have to, especially
when they have enough
American applicants that do
not require the extra effort.

H-1B PETITIONS
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Computer-generated
Some companies have
Immigrant visas cannot
random selection process. policies in place with fines
be issued until an
to prevent employees from applicant’s priority date
Only 1 in 3 will get
leaving. The company has is reached, this is almost
the visa approved.
more leverage because the
10 years for Indian
H-1B visa holder depends on nationals. Employers may
keeping the job to maintain hesitate to sponsor this
the immigration status.
visa because often times
foreign workers leave
their place of work after
236,000
199,000
receiving approval for
their green card.

Very few applicants
get to this point and
receive a green card,
a total of 10,187 EB-2
and EB-3 visas were
issued in 2017.
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER: Revised June 2018. This timeline is for general informational purposes only. The actual time required to complete the EB-5 immigration process will vary based on the investment selected, each individual’s case, and other factors.
Potential investors chargeable to the People’s Republic of China (excluding Hong Kong and Taiwan) should note that the U.S. State department has established a visa availability cut-off date for EB-5 regional center program visa applicants chargeable
to China, which will result in significant delays at Step [3] in the process outlined above. With this visa availability backlog, it maybe several years between USCIS’ approval of the Form I-526 petition of an investor chargeable to China and the time an
EB-5 visa is available, enabling such investor to secure an immigrant visa and acquire conditional permanent resident status in the United States (either through immigrant visa processing at an American Consulate or Embassy, or through application
for adjustment of status in the United States). The visa backlog may also require lengthening of the duration of an applicable EB-5 investment, which could delay the investor’s possible (but not guaranteed) return of investment proceeds. Please contact
your immigration attorney to discuss the specific circumstances of your case and how the visa availability backlog may affect it. Please review the applicable Private Placement Memorandum and Subscription Agreement for more detailed information.

THE EB-5 PROGRAM
A PERMANENT OPPORTUNITY
TO LIVE AND WORK IN THE
UNITED STATES.
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